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ABSTRACT 
Within this paper, we advise a minimal-overhead identity based distributed dynamic address configuration plan 

for secure allocation of IP addresses to approved nodes of the managed mobile random network. A brand new 

node will get an Ip from a current neighbor node. Within this paper, we advise a safe and secure distributed 

dynamic IP configuration (IPv6) protocol termed Secure and Distributed Robust Address Configuration 

(SDRAC) protocol for address allocation inside a managed MANET employed for mission critical applications 

where authentication of nodes is essential. After that, each node inside a network has the capacity to generate 

some unique IP addresses from the own Ip, so it can further assign to more new nodes. Our suggested protocol 

takes proper care of these problems incurring less overhead as it doesn't require any message flooding 

mechanism within the entire MANET. Because of insufficient infrastructure, aside from security issues, this 

particular systems poses several design challenges for example high packet error rate, network partitioning, and 

network merging. Performance analysis and simulation results reveal that despite added security mechanisms, 

our suggested protocol outperforms similar existing protocols. 
 

KEYWORDS: MANET, address allocation, auto configuration, authentication, security. 

INTRODUCTION 

Each convergence inside a MANET is free of impose to operation individually in almost any direction, and can 

therefore change its links commonly. Nodes which are within one another's radio range can precisely commune, 

while nodes that aren't in every others radio range commune via intermediate nodes in which the packets are 

circulated from source to destination. Non- automatic or consistent address configuration is generally  unrelated 

because the nodes in MANET are highly mobile resulting in partitioning/merging of systems. Therefore in this 

kind of tracery a dispensed approach is really a major requirement to ensure that a node can obtain a previous 

address vigorously in the network. These arbitrary systems are created impulsively and therefore are self-

organized [1]. The nodes in this network do not need any prior registration. Managed MANETs possess the 

provision of pre-registered or approved nodes and also have the chance for pre-deployed exchange of security 

parameters like public keys, session keys or certificates. Numerous dynamic address configuration protocols 

happen to be suggested for MANET in recent occasions.  

 

Hence, for assigning an Ip in MANET, a typical IP addressing protocol must have the next objectives: 

Distributed Dynamic Ip Configuration, Uniqueness, Sturdiness, Scalability, and Security. Within this paper, we 

advise a safe and secure distributed dynamic IP configuration (IPv6) protocol for address allocation inside a 

managed MANET employed for military communications, disaster management, outside conferences in remote 

areas, critical area surveillance, sensitive task monitoring, healthcare and lots of such related applications where 

authentication of nodes is essential [2]. 
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RELATED WORK 
Reverse Address Resolution Protocol (RARP): RARP protocol that belongs to TCP/IP cluster permits a pc to 

get its IP address from a RARP server within the bootstrap procedure. It broadcasts a RARP request that 

specifies itself as a target. The RARP server on an equivalent network keeps the information of IP addresses. 

Upon receiving a RARP request message, the RARP server appearance up the IP address supported the 

requester’s physical address and replies to the requester. RARP has the subsequent  limitations. First, the reply 

from the server contains solely the 4-octet IP address; second, it can not be used on networks that dynamically 

assign physical addresses.  

Bootstrap Protocol (BOOTP): BOOTP was developed to beat a number of the drawbacks of RARP . It uses 

UDP to hold messages. Before getting Associate in Nursing IP address, a pc will broadcast Associate in Nursing 

IP datagram on the native network by mistreatment the restricted broadcast IP address 255.255.255.255.The 

BOOTP server then broadcasts the reply message on the native network, that contains the requester’s IP address, 

the router’s IP address, etc. BOOTP is intended for a comparatively static atmosphere, and it provides solely a 

static mapping from the physical address to the corresponding network parameters. it's not appropriate for a 

dynamic atmosphere.  

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP): DHCP was developed as a forerunner to BOOTP. This provides 

configuration parameters to web hosts that consists of 2 components: initial one may be a protocol for delivering 

host-specific configuration parameters from a DHCP server to a bunch and other may be a mechanism for 

allocation of network addresses to hosts. DHCP is constructed on a client-server model, during which selected 

DHCP server hosts allot network addresses and deliver configuration parameters to dynamically organized 

hosts. DHCP supports 3 mechanisms for IP address allocation. In "automatic allocation”, a permanent IP 

address is allotted to a consumer. In "dynamic allocation", In "manual allocation", a client's IP address is allotted 

by the network administrator, and DHCP is employed merely to convey the allotted address to the consumer. 

 Zero Configuration Networking (ZEROCONF): Address configuration while not an infatuated server has been 

investigated by the Zero Configuration Networking (Zeroconf) unit of the web Engineering Task Force (IETF). 

The goal of the Zeroconf unit is to alter networking within the absence of configuration and administration. the 

web draft describes a technique for dynamic configuration of IPv4 link-local addresses used for native 

communications. once a node needs to tack together a link-local address, it selects Associate in Nursing address 

pseudo-randomly, uniformly distributed within the vary 169.254.1.0 to 169.254.254.255. Then it tests whether 

or not or not this address is already in use by broadcasting Associate in Nursing creative person request for the 

specified address. If no conflicting creative person reply has been received when a predefined time. 

EXISTING SYSTEM 

Mobile Random Network (MANET) is really a self-configuring infrastructure-less network of mobile nodes 

connected by wireless links.  Each node inside a MANET is free of charge to maneuver individually in almost 

any direction, and can therefore change its links frequently. Nodes which are within one another's radio range 

can immediately communicate, while nodes that aren't in every others radio range communicate via intermediate 

nodes in which the packets are relayed from source to destination.  

 

Manual or static address configuration generally is extraneous because the nodes in MANET are distinctly 

mobile steming in subdividing/integrating of systems. Mobile random systems have two sorts: Pure (open) 

MANETs are created with no prearrangements or pre-needs. These random systems are created spontaneously 

and therefore are self-organized. The nodes in this network don't need any prior registration [3]. Managed: In 

mission critical applications, e.g., military communications, critical area surveillance, sensitive task monitoring, 

etc., only approved nodes are permitted within the network. It's not easy to include such 

authorization/authentication features in pure MANETs and therefore we want managed MANET’s. Managed 

MANETs possess the provision of pre-registered or approved nodes and also have the chance for pre-deployed 

exchange of security parameters like public keys, session keys or certificates. It's been proven for the reason that 

the Centralized Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) isn't an appropriate solution, as it must maintain 

configuration information of all of the hosts within the network. 
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Therefore the current implementations to date to aid a sizable scale Managed MANET’s are afflicted by 

following problems: Address Redundancy Checks, Manual Address Allocations (DHCP), Insufficient Security 

Parameters Exchange. Therefore in this kind of network a dispensing approach is really a optimal requirement to 

shield that a interchange can obtain a precursory address dynamically in the network while upholding the above 

mentioned parameters. 

 

Algorithm: Algorithm to process KREQ message 

1: Node j receives KREQ={S, Q, TTL, R, MAC} 

2: f ←last node ID in R 

3: if  f  ∉  cj OR  MAC does not match then 

4:     drop message and exit 

5:end if 

6: R ←{R;  j} 

7:if  Q 𝜖 cj  then 

8:      prepare KREP as {S, Q, PUQ, R}𝑝𝑢𝑓  

9:      node j sends KREP to node f 

10:     if ∈ = 0 then 

11:        exit 

12:      end if 

13:end if 

14:TTL ← TTL -1 

15: if TTL > 0 then 

16:     Prepare KREQ as {S, Q, TTL, R, MAC𝑃𝑅𝑗} 

17:     Broadcast KREQ 

18: end if 

 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

By using this protocol any existing node within the network can generate unique IP addresses from the own Ip 

for brand new approved nodes. The next SDRAC optimization algorithms were needed to do this combined with 

the following functions. Within this paper, we advise a safe and secure distributed dynamic IP configuration 

(IPv6) protocol termed Secure and Distributed Robust Address Configuration (SDRAC) protocol for address 

allocation inside a managed MANET employed for mission critical applications where authentication of nodes 

is essential. Unique IP Generation, Graceful Switch Off, Graceful Switch off Children. Therefore, a brand new 

node can acquire an Ip from the neighbor nodes without broadcasting any message within the entire MANET 

during address allocation process. 

 

The protocol can also be highly robust and scalable inside a large network. Furthermore, it is capable of doing 

handling the issues that could arise because of node failures, message losses, mobility from the hosts and 

network partitioning or merging [4]. Such random systems are most appropriate for police force, wide scale 

relief operations during disasters and military set-ups that have prior understanding of forthcoming needs. These 

constitute a sizable area of the MANET’s application. We think about a managed mobile random network that 

could have gateways or connections towards the exterior world. To facilitate the authentication process, we 

think that the approved nodes have predefined IDs. The formula for secure distributed address configuration 

where IP addresses are allotted towards the network nodes dynamically. We refer to this as suggested technique 

Secure and Distributed Robust Address Configuration (SDRAC) formula. The SD-RAC formula is split into a 

double edged sword, one for any new node (Nn) and yet another for any proxy node that assigns the Ip. 

Throughout the address allocation process, the proxy along with a new node (Nn) may sometimes lose 

synchronization as a result of funnel error or due to their high mobility. In this situation the concerned Ip could 

get wasted or it might be allotted to a number of nodes if proper steps aren't taken [5]. SD-RAC utilizes a timer 

to resolve this issue.  
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  KREQ               KREQ 

    𝑃𝑅𝑆 KREP   𝑃𝑅𝐵 KREP 𝑃𝑅𝐶  

During the time of address allocation, SD-RAC verifies the authentication of the new node Nn and also the 

proxy node, using either the signature plan or even the Message Authentication Code (MAC) plan can be used 

for message authentication. Signature plan can be used once the allocation messages are broadcast messages. 

Ideas describe the formula succumbed Function unique ip generation that generates unique Ip for any new node. 

IPv6 addresses are designed in eight groups. Of 4 hexadecimal (HEX) digits separated by colons. These 

addresses are logically split into a double edged sword, one 64-bit network prefix, and yet another 64-bit 

interface or host identifier.  

 

Within this formula each node maintains its allocation status the worth of count to record the final assigned 

address. Here, exactly the same Ip can't be generated through the nodes serving as proxies, and therefore 

eliminates the necessity of Father along the way of address resolution. Therefore, the suggested SDRAC plan is 

scalable and distributed; also it provides unique IP addresses towards the new nodes dynamically. A node may 

join or leave a MANET anytime. If your node really wants to switch-off gracefully, message using its allocation 

status to the parent node to ensure that it’s Ip could be reused. Every node maintains recycle LIST to record the 

allocation status because of its children that are looking to gracefully switch-off. After finding the RELEASE 

message from the children, parents checks the authentication tag of RELEASE message. A node may leave the 

network either gracefully or gracelessly. In elegant departure, a node needs to inform its parent before departing 

the network. In situation of graceless departure, a node may escape from the network unintentionally or perhaps 

deliberately.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.1.New Message format 

 

Inside a MANET it's very hard to keep an eye on a graceless departure as soon as a node leaves the network as it 

may need continuous monitoring of each and every node within the network resulting in unnecessary bandwidth 

and consumption. As IPv6 supplies a large address space, it's also not too essential for a previous address to 

become reused. Therefore, within this act as a tradeoff between reuse of Ip and proper usage of 

energy/bandwidth from the network we considered only elegant departure of the node. Because of its dynamic 

and unpredictable nature, a MANET can partition and again merge anytime. Within our suggested SDRAC 

protocol, there won't be any address conflicts within the network even when a network partition happens [6]. 

The resulting split MANET requires a new root only and may follow the same Network ID (NID). It might be 

noted here that the node, which have exhausted its available addresses, may also assign addresses through its 
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KREQ Message Format 

 

Source(S) Destination(Q) TTL 
List of 

Routers(R) 
{𝑀𝐴𝐶}𝑃𝑅𝑗

 

 

KREP Message Format 

 

Source(S) Destination(Q) 𝑃𝑈𝑄 
List of 

Routers(R) 
{𝑀𝐴𝐶}𝑃𝑈𝑗

 

 

Message format of the KREQ and the KREP packets. 

 

                  𝑃𝑈𝑆            𝑃𝑈𝐵 

𝑃𝑈𝑄 
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parent node. When the network is partitioned into two groups, still both partitions have a large address spaces 

where it may assign addresses to new nodes [6]. It is because the IP addresses from the nodes which are 

partitioned in the network won't be allotted holiday to a nodes. Further, using our suggested SD-RAC protocol 

there won't be any duplication in allocation of address once the network originates from one node and 

progressively grows as more nodes will get added up. For replacing certificate based schemes we introduce 

brand new messaging formats known as KREQ and KREP for authenticating nodes. The brand new messaging 

format and anatomy is really as given above Fig1: 
 

RESULT ANALYSIS 

In this process we are using java technology. In this IPV4 protocol to allocate addresses in 21 seconds of time 

and we use IPV6 protocol then reducing time to 7.94 seconds. Both of allocate certificates. In the IPV6 we use 

key oriented then the address allocation time 4.24 seconds.    

 

CONCLUSION 

Within this paper, we've presented an ID based secure address allocation protocol named SD-RAC for managed 

mobile random systems. SD-RAC makes each node within the network behave as proxy that may assign 

addresses with approved new nodes within the network. The protocol doesn't need flooding of messages within 

the entire MANET throughout the address allocation process saving considerable bandwidth and. Performance 

analysis and simulation results reveal that SD-RAC has low addressing latency and fewer overhead when 

compared with some popular existing protocols for MANET. The addressing latency and overhead doesn't 

increase much with rise in the amount of nodes within the network. Further, it may withstand network 

partitioning and merging that may take place in a MANET atmosphere. Thus the suggested SD-RAC protocol is 

robust and scalable. 
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